
Data Mining Winter 2017/18

Lab Mouna Kacimi

2. Decision Trees

This lab addresses both the theoretical and the practical aspects of decision trees.

1. Building a Decision Tree

The following dataset represents employees’ information in different departments
of a compagny. We let status to be the class label: ‘

department status age salary
sales senior 31...35 46K...50K
sales junior 26...30 26K..30K
sales junior 31..35 31K...35K
systems junior 21...25 46K...50K
systems senior 31...35 66K...70K
systems junior 26...30 46K...50K
systems senior 41...45 66K...70K
marketing senior 36...40 46K...50K
marketing junior 31...35 41K...45K
secretary senior 46...50 36K...40K
secretary junior 26...30 26K...30K

1. Compute information gain of each of the attributes: department, age, and
salary.

2. Construct a decision tree T1 from the given data

3. Assume now we have another attribute that give information about the fre-
quency of each tuple in the dataset, as shown below. How would you modify
the basic decision tree algorithm to take into consideration the count infor-
mation?

4. Construct a decision tree, T2 from the modified data



department status age salary count
sales senior 31...35 46K...50K 30
sales junior 26...30 26K..30K 40
sales junior 31..35 31K...35K 40
systems junior 21...25 46K...50K 20
systems senior 31...35 66K...70K 5
systems junior 26...30 46K...50K 3
systems senior 41...45 66K...70K 3
marketing senior 36...40 46K...50K 10
marketing junior 31...35 41K...45K 4
secretary senior 46...50 36K...40K 4
secretary junior 26...30 26K...30K 6

5. What is the difference between between T1 and T2

6. Give an example of a test sample that shows the problem of overfitting in
decision tree T2

7. Propose a pruning strategy to deal with overfitting

8. Generally, given dataset D and the number of attributes n, show that the
computational cost of growing a decision tree is at most n⇥ | D | ⇥log(|
D |).

2. Application

In this part, you need to use Weka 1, a Data Mining Tool that contains a wide
variety of machine learning algorithms. Through its intuitive interface, you will
be able to apply the decision tree algorithm on a real dataset and learn about its
functionalities. You can download weather dataset, from the application folder.

1. load the dataset and visualize it

2. examine instance information

3. classify the dataset using J48 decision tree

4. examine the tree in the Classifier output panel

5. try Holdout and Cross validation techniques for evaluating the decision tree

1http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/



6. Try different parameters of the Algorithm (binary split, confidence factor,
minimum number of objects, pruning, etc) and examine their impact on the
the size and the quality of the tree

7. what are your main observations?


